In the set of compactifications of X we consider the partial pre-order defined by (W , h) ≤ X (Z, g) if there is a continuous function f : Z → W , such that (f ∘ g)(x) = h(x) for every x ∈ X. Two elements (W , h) and (Z, g) of K(X) are equivalent, (W , h) ≡ X (Z, g), if there is a homeomorphism h : W → Z such that (f ∘ g)(x) = h(x) for every x ∈ X. We denote by K(X) the upper semilattice of classes of equivalence of compactifications of X defined by ≤ X and ≡ X . We analyze in this article K(Cp(X, Y)) where Cp(X, Y) is the space of continuous functions from X to Y with the topology inherited from the Tychonoff product space Y X .
Introduction, basic definitions and notations
Throughout this article all topological spaces are considered Tychonoff and with more than one point if the contrary is not specified. The symbol ω denotes both the first infinite cardinal number and the natural numbers. For an ordinal number α, [0, α) denotes the space of ordinals strictly less than α with its order topology, and α denotes the discrete space of cardinality |α|; in particular 2 means the discrete space {0, 1}. For a space X and a subset A of X, cl X A, or simply clA, if there is no possibility for confusion, is the closure of A in X. A subset A of a space X is a G δ subset of X if there is a countable collection {Un : n < ω} of open subsets of X
The main goal in this article is to analyze (K(Cp(X, Y)), ≤ Cp(X,Y)
) where Y is a first countable space. In particular, our concern will be centered in knowing when (K(Cp(X, Y)), ≤ Cp(X,Y) ) is a b-lattice.
The partially ordered set (K(X), ≤ X ) has been studied in several papers (see for example [9] and [13] ). In this article we closely follow [14] and [15] . It is worth mentioning that two classic texts that develop the theory of compactifications of Hausdorff spaces are [3] and [11] .
In Section 2, we include some basic results about K(Cp(X, Y)) and we prove that if Y is first countable and X is countable, then K(Cp(X, Y)) is a lattice if and only if Y is locally compact and either X is finite or Y is compact and X is discrete. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to introducing and analyzing k-andk-embedded subspaces (Y ⊆ X is k-embedded in X if for every compactification bY of Y, there is a compactification aX of X such that cl aX Y ≤ bY. A space Y is̃︀ k-embedded in X if Y is homeomorphic to a k-embedded subspace of X) and we prove that all closed subsets of a locally compact space and all retracts are k-embedded subspaces. As a consequence we obtain that for a first countable non-locally compact space Y, K(Cp(X, Y)) is not a lattice, no matter what the space X is, and that K(Cp([0, α), Y)) and K(Cp(Ψ(A), Y)) are not lattices for every ordinal number α > ω and every noncountable almost disjoint family A, where Y is first countable. In Section 5 we prove that K(Cp(X, Y)) is not a lattice when Y is a non-compact first countable space and X is either a nonpseudocompact zero-dimensional space, or X has only one non isolated point. The main theorems appear in Section 6: The semilattice K(Cp(X)) is not a lattice when X has at least one of the following properties: (i) X has a non-isolated point with countable character, (ii) X is not pseudocompact, (iii) X is pseudocompact and Cp(X) is normal, or (iv) X is an infinite generalized ordered space. Additionally, K(Cp(X)) is not a lattice when X is an infinite Corson compact space, and for every space X, K(Cp(Cp(X))) is not a lattice. Finally, in Section 7 we list some unsolved problems. With similar arguments to those given in the proof of Proposition 2.4, we obtain: Proposition 2.6. For every zero-dimensional space X and every cardinal number κ, K(Cp(X, Q) κ ) (resp.,
If X is a connected space and Y is a totally disconnected space such that 
k-and strongly k-embedded subspaces
The following result is essential for our purposes. It was already proved in [10] for locally compact spaces. Proof. We are only going to prove the theorem for the case when K(X) is a b-lattice. Let h : Y → X be a homeomorphism. Let (bY , b) be a compactification of Y. There exist a compactification (T, l) of X and a home-
We only have to prove that there is a continuous function g : Recall that a subspace A of a space X is a retract of X if there is a continuous function r : X → A such that r(a) = a for all a ∈ A. In this case, the function r is called retraction. Observe that if A is a retract of X, then A is C-embedded in X. Let X and Y be two topological spaces and y ∈ Y. We denote by cty the constant function that sends all x ∈ X to the point y ∈ Y. The collection of all the constant functions from X to Y is denoted by Cts(X, Y). Proof. Since Cts(X, bY) is homeomorphic to bY (Remark 3.5. (1) The previous lemma motivates the introduction of the following natural concepts.
(Observe that the relations of being k-embedded and strongly k-embedded are transitive.)
a X). Then, φ is a homomorphism of partially ordered sets with φ[K(Y)] dense in K(X) if and only if X is k-embedded in Y .
Proof. Assume that X is k-embedded in Y . We are going to prove that φ is a homomorphism. Let (W , a), (Z, b) be two compactifications of Y and suppose that (W , a) ≤ (Z, b). Then, there exists a continuous function
Now we are going to prove that
Suppose that φ is a dense homomorphism of partially ordered sets, and let (W , a) be a compactification of X; then there is a compactification (
Proposition 3.9. 1. Every closed subset of a locally compact space X is k-embedded in X.
Every closed and C
* -embedded subspace of X is strongly k-embedded in X.
Proof.
(1) Let F be a closed subset of the locally compact space X. Let (K, j) be a compactification of F. We claim that cl αX F ≤ (K, j). There are two cases, if cl αX F = F, then F has to be compact because it remains closed in αX. In this case K = F. The second possibility happens when cl αX F = {p X } ∪ F. In this case it is easy to see that cl αX F ≡ αF and cl αX F ≤ K.
(2) Let A be a closed and 
Choose open sets U 2 and V 2 in βX with 
Observe that the statement in (1) of the previous proposition cannot be strengthened. An example: Let A be a mad family such that βΨ(A) = αΨ(A) where Ψ(A) is the Mrówka-Isbell space defined by A. Then A is closed in Ψ(A) but it is not a strongly k-embedded subset of Ψ(A). Corollary 3.10. Every retract of a space X is C-and strongly k-embedded in X. Corollary 3.11. If X is normal and A is closed in X then A is strongly k-embedded in X.
In [5] the following result was proved.
Theorem 3.13. If Y is k-and C * -embedded in X and K(X) is a b-lattice, then K(Y) is a b-lattice.
The converse of Theorem 3.13 is not true:
We can also obtain: 
Since K(X) is a lattice, there exists a compactification (Z, z) of X and continuous functions h :
We conclude that K(Y) is a lattice.
We have already seen that Cts(X, Y) is a retract of Cp(X, Y), so Cts(X, Y) is a strongly k-embedded subspace of Cp(X, Y).
Hence, we obtain a generalization of Propositions 2.4 and 2.6 above.
Corollary 3.15. Let Y be a first countable space which is not locally compact. Then, for every topological space X, K(Cp(X, Y)) is not a lattice. 
What can we say when X has a dense k-embedded subspace? The following results give us some answers. Proof. Assume that X is k-embedded in Y . There is a compactification bY ∈ K(Y), such that cl bY X ≤ X αX. Since X is dense, cl bY X = bY and since bY is a compactification of X, then αX ≤ X bY . Therefore bY ≡ X αX. Now suppose that Y = αX. Let bX be a compactification of X, then αX ≤ bX. 
The converse of the previous result is not true. Indeed, let p ∈ βω \ ω. Observe that ω is dense and C * -embedded in X = ω ∪ {p}, but ω is not k−embedded in X because ω is locally compact and X is not the one point compactification of ω. Since X is k-embedded in Y , there is a compactification (dY , d) of Y and there is a continuous function h :
4k-and k * -embedded subspaces Theorem 3.14 suggests that we introduce the following definitions.
Proof. The interval (0, 1) is not k-embedded in R (Propositions 3.9.
(1) and 3.17) but it isk-embedded in R. Observe, however, that (0, 1] is k-embbedded in R. Let κ be an infinite cardinal number. A filter F on κ is uniform if |F| = κ for every F ∈ F. Let F be a uniform free filter on κ. We denote by A Proof. Pick a point ys ∈ Xs for each s ∈ S and let Z = {ys : s ∈ S} ∪ {p}. Consider the function r : X → Z given by r(x) = ys if x ∈ Xs and s ∈ S and r(p) = p. Notice that r is a retraction. Let us observe that Z is homeomorphic to A Proof. If Y is not locally compact, we use Corollary 3.15. Assume that Y is locally compact. For κ = ω and F equal to the Fréchet filter, this proposition has already been proved in Theorem 2.8.
Theorem 4.6. If X isk-embedded in Y and Z is homeomorphic to X, then Z isk-embedded in Y .
For κ > ω and if F is not the Fréchet filter on κ, then the conclusion was proved in Corollary 4.11. Now suppose that κ > ω and F is the Fréchet filter on κ. In this case, we can consider A 
Theorem 5.8. Let X and Y be spaces. Suppose that there exist a set Z ⊆ X and a retraction r : X → Z, then Cp(X, Y) contains a C-and strongly k-embedded copy of Cp(Z, Y).
It follows that r * ∘ π Z is continuous and Proof. The space [0, 1] (resp., {0, 1}) is a retract of R (resp., Z).
The converse of Corollary 5.12 is not true. Indeed,
is not a lattice.
The upper semilattice K(C p (X))
Given a space X and a closed subset F of X we denote by Z F (X) the subspace {f ∈ Cp(X) : f (F) ⊂ {0}} of Cp(X). If F = {x} ⊂ X we denote Z F (X) simply as Zx(X). 
is not a lattice either. Now assume that κ > ω and F is the Fréchet filter. Consider a partition {Kn : n < ω} of κ where each Kn is not empty. Choose a point xn ∈ Kn for each n < ω. Now, we can follow a similar argumentation to that given in the proof of Proposition 5.5, and conclude that Zp(A 
The following claim shows that e is well defined.
Claim 1. The function e(g) is continuous for any g ∈ Zs(S).
Pick g ∈ Zs ω (S). Choose x ∈ X and an open set V in R containing e(g)(x). We shall prove that there exists an open set U in X with x ∈ U and e(g)(U) ⊂ V. Consider three cases. Moreover, for h ∈ W, it follows
Hence in this case we also have e(W) ⊆ V. Therefore, e is continuous and so we have proved Claim 2.
Let us observe that the map e ∘ π S : Cp(X) → P is a continuous retraction. Since the space P is homeomorphic to Zs(S), we have proved (1).
(2) The space Cp(X) is homeomorphic to the product Zs(X) × R. Indeed, the map φ : 
It follows that ϕ is an onto function. It is clear that ϕ is continuous. Finally let us observe that ϕ −1 = a P × Q,
Thus ϕ −1 is continuous and hence ϕ is a homeomorphism. Then Zs(X) is homeomorphic to P × Q.
Since P is homeomorphic to Zp(A Corollary 6.3. K(Cp(X)) is not a lattice when X contains a subspace X 0 = {s} ∪ ⋃︀ ξ <κ U ξ such that the family {U ξ : ξ < κ} is a pairwise disjoint family of open subsets of X, and there is a uniform free filter F on κ such that for every neighborhood V of s in X, {ξ < κ : U ξ ⊆ V} ∈ F, and {s} Moreover, since r * is an embedding,r(Cp(X)) is homeomorphic to π r(X) (Cp(X)). Hence K(r(Cp(X))) is not a lattice. By Corollary 3.10 the spacer(Cp(X)) is k-embedded in Cp(X). Therefore, K(Cp(X)) is not a lattice. Finally apply Theorem 3.14 and Corollary 6.6 to see that K(Cp(Cp(X))) is not a lattice.
If X is a generalized ordered topological space, there exist a complete linearly ordered topological spacẽ︀ X containing X densely and such that the topology inherited by X from̃︀ X coincides with the topology of X. For a cardinal number κ, we say that an increasing sequence (x ξ ) ξ <κ iñ︀ X is precise if x ξ < xη when ξ < η < κ, and for each ordinal limit η < κ, xη = sup{x ξ : ξ < η}. In a similar way we define a precise decreasing sequence (x ξ ) ξ <κ iñ︀ X. For each point x ∈ X we define lt(x) = min{κ : there is a precise increasing sequence (x ξ ) ξ <κ iñ︀ X such that x = sup{x ξ : ξ < κ}}; and we define rt(x) = min{κ : there is a precise decreasing sequence (x ξ ) ξ <κ iñ︀ X such that x = inf {x ξ : ξ < κ}. Proposition 6.8. If X is an infinite generalized ordered topological space, then K(Cp(X)) is not a lattice.
Proof. If X is discrete, the conclusion follows from Theorem 1.3. Assume that X is not discrete. There is a linearly ordered topological spacẽ︀ X which is complete and such that X is a dense subspace of̃︀ X. Define A = {x ∈ X : lt(x) is infinite} and B = {x ∈ X : rt(x) is infinite}. Since X is not discrete at least one of the sets A and B is non-empty. Say A is not empty. Let z ∈ A such that lt(z) = inf {lt(x) : x ∈ A}. We write simply κ instead of lt(z). Observe that κ is a regular cardinal. For each limit ordinal η < κ consider the following sequence of non-empty open subsets of X (recall that X is a dense subspace of̃︀ X):
Claim:
The family {cl X A ξ : ξ < κ} is a pairwise disjoint family, {ξ < κ : A ξ ⊆ V} ∈ F for every neighborhood V of z in X where F is the free filter on κ generated by all the final segments of κ, and {z} = cl X ( So the collection {cl X A ξ : ξ < κ} is a pairwise disjoint family. On the other hand, let a, b ∈̃︀ X such that a < z < b. By hypothesis, there is ξ < κ such that a < x < z for every ∈ κ such that ξ < . Hence A ⊆ (a, b) for every > ξ . Then, for every neighborhood V of z in X we have:
η < κ and η is a limit ordinal}. If xη belongs to X, then lt(xη) < lt(z) and this contradicts the election of z. Therefore, {z} = cl X ( ⋃︀ ξ <κ A ξ ) \ ⋃︀ ξ <κ cl X A ξ . Because of Claim and Corollary 6.3, we conclude that K(Cp(X)) is not a lattice.
Theorem 6.9. Let X be a non-pseudocompact space. Then K(Cp(X)) is not a lattice.
Proof. Indeed, we are going to prove that in this case Cp(X) contains a k * -embedded copy of R ω . We use a similar proof to that of Theorem 6.2. Since X is not pseudocompact, there is a collection {Un : n ∈ ω} of open subsets of X such that cl X Un ∩ cl X Um = ∅ for every n, m < ω with m ≠ n, and ⋃︀ n<ω cl X Un = cl X ⋃︀ n<ω Un. Pick sn ∈ Un. Then, S = {sn : n ∈ ω} ⊆ X is homeomorphic to ω. Let Z = Cp(S). For each n ∈ ω, we can pick a continuous function fn : X → [0, 1] such that fn(sn) = 1 and fn(X \ Un) = {0}. Define a function e : Z → Cp(X) by e(g) = ∑︀ n∈ω g(sn)fn. Following similar arguments as those given in the proof of Theorem 6.2, we obtain that e(g) is continuous for any g ∈ Z, and e is an embedding.
If X = ⋃︀ n<ω cl X Un, then we have the conclusion of our theorem as a consequence of Corollary 5.2. Now, assume that X ≠ ⋃︀ n<ω cl X Un and let s ∈ X \ ⋃︀ n<ω cl X Un. Y is homeomorphic to P × Q and hence Cp(X) is homeomorphic to P × Q × R.
Finally, following similar arguments to those given at the end of the proof of Theorem 6.2, we conclude that Cp(X) contains a C-and k-embedded copy of R ω . Therefore, K(Cp(X)) is not a lattice.
For pseudocompact spaces, we have: Proof. Let S be a countable infinite subset of X and let T be the family of all one-to-one maps from 2 to S. For each t ∈ T choose a continuous map f t : X → R such that f t (t(0)) ≠ f t (t(1)). Let f : X → R T be the diagonal of the family of maps {f t : t ∈ T}. Let us observe that f S is injective. Then Y = f (X) ⊂ R T is an infinite second countable compact space. It was proved in [1] that every continuous surjective map from a pseudocompact space to a second countable space is an R-quotient. Then f is an R-quotient, that is f * (Cp(Y)) is a closed subspace of Cp(X). Since Cp(X) is normal, we can apply Corollary 3.11 to see that f * (Cp(Y)) is strongly kembedded in Cp(X). Since Y is an infinite second countable compact space, it follows from Corollary 6.4 that K(Cp(Y)) is not a lattice. Finally we can apply Theorem 3.14 to see that K(Cp(X)) is not a lattice.
Corollary 6.11. If F is a closed infinite subspace of a Σ-product of second countable spaces, then K(Cp(F)) is not a lattice.
Proof. If F is not pseudocompact the result follows from Theorem 6.9. If X is pseudocompact, it is known that Cp(X) is normal, so the result follows from Theorem 6.10.
In particular:
Corollary 6.12. If X is an infinite Corson compact space, then K(Cp(X)) is not a lattice.
Open problems
A zero-dimensional space X is b 2 -discrete if every countable subspace N of X is closed, discrete and every function f : N → {0, 1} can be extended to a continuous function to all X.
